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Sample from the lBC teaChing guide 
 
Dear Homeschooling Parent, 

This sample of the week-by-week portion of our teaching guide will give you an 
idea of the type of lessons and reading your child might do each week. However, 
since Living Books Curriculum is based on Charlotte Mason’s methods for educating 
children, the lessons or reading assignments are a part of a larger picture of 
learning. “Education is an atmosphere, a discipline, a life,” as Miss Mason put it. 
Imagine this week’s sample work and the flex-week that follows as based on a 
home setting that supports learning, directs in the discipline of good habits, and 
guides the student to take up ideas that lead to a lifelong love of learning. 
 
Planning for Learning™ 

LBC has created a 36-week schedule divided into four terms. Each term is eight 
weeks of instruction, with the ninth as a “flex” week. The flex week permits the 
student to complete unfinished work, the teaching parent to assess learning 
through end-of-term narration questions, and also allows time for field trips. You 
can begin and end each term as best fits your schedule. 
 
End-of-Term Narration Questions 

Each term is an eight-week period with the ninth week as a flex week to finish any 
unfinished work and to do “end-of-term narrations” with your child in order to 
assess learning. 
 
The questions provided are meant to be suggestive; you may want to formulate 
questions that more closely reflect the work your child has done during the term. 
We include end-of-term narrations for two reasons. First, our research of Charlotte 
Mason’s syllabi for the Parents National Education Union, used for over eighty 
years, showed that each term ended with “narrations” as a means of assessing 
student progress. Second, teaching parents who are using Living Books Curriculum 
have asked for assessment tools for their own planning and to demonstrate 
learning where necessary to state and local school officials. 
 

To learn more about Living Books Curriculum or to order: 

http://www.livingbookscurriculum.com/ 

http://www.livingbookscurriculum.com/
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Term One • Week 1

Christian Faith Studies

Parent Note:
In Grade One Christian Faith Studies your child will be using two books: the Bible and God’s 
Promises by Sally Michael. This year’s Bible program is coordinated with World History. 
Many activities in World History will go along with the Bible story for the day.

God’s Promises is a topical study designed to acquaint children with God’s promises and 
ultimately with God Himself as the Promise Giver and Keeper. Divided into 26 chapters, the 
first chapter explains what promises are, the second identifies two groups of recipients—
believers and unbelievers, and the third clarifies the difference between conditional and 
unconditional promises. Most of the remaining chapters discuss specific promises God 
has made to believers, including two that tell how a person inherits the promises through 
salvation. The last three chapters use stories that challenge your children to trust in God’s 
promises. Be sure to take time to do the application (“Learning to Trust God”) portions of 
the lesson so it will not just be a storytime for your child. After asking the questions, pause 
long enough to give your child an opportunity to reply. You will be doing approximately one 
lesson a week, with some application activities stretching over two weeks.

 Genesis 1:1-25; 1:26–2:7; 2:8-17; 2:18-23. Read the passages, at times letting your child 
narrate a portion of the story back to you. At other times, you may want to act out the 
story with your child, or let him draw the action in the story. Remember some activities 
in History will go along with the Bible story for the day.

 God’s Promises: Read Chapter 1, “Promises Are Like Presents.” 
Do all three activities on p. 17.

Mathematics

Space is provided here for noting lesson numbers of the 
math curriculum the family has chosen.

Language Arts
Reading Activities

Parent Note: Read the section on “Reading Instruction” in Part 2–Notes for Grade One before 
beginning reading instruction with your child. Very important!

The main point to stress this week is that letters make up words and words have meaning.
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• Print your child’s name in large capital letters. Have him trace what you printed with his 
finger and with crayons or colored markers.

• Help your child make his name by finding the letters on magazine pages. Cut the letters 
out and put them on index cards. Mix them up and have your child put them in the correct 
order.

• Find a cookie recipe and make the letters of your child’s name with the dough. Bake; share 
with friends and family and enjoy “eating your name.” Purchase alphabet soup and let 
your child find the letters he knows.

Parent Note: An easy way to provide tracing activities is to purchase some clear plastic page 
protectors (heavy-duty if possible) and some low-odor white board markers. Put the page 
to be traced inside of the plastic. Do not replace all writing activities with tracing as these 
are two different skills. But it does help your child to understand the formation of a letter, 
especially if you put a red dot on the model where he should start and an arrow to show the 
direction to begin.

 The Three R’s: Read pp. 1-3, Introduction, and pp. 5-8, Step One: Prereading.

Parent Note: There is a phonics chart included with The Three R’s. Put it in a prominent place 
for your homeschool to refer to it. This simple chart covers everything your child needs to 
know to learn to read.

Poetry
 A Child’s Garden of Verses: Read 2-3 poems each week.

Penmanship
 Italics: Beautiful handwriting for children: Read introductory information, “Suggestions for 

Better Penmanship” found on Grade One Resource CD, and also reread “Penmanship” in 
Part 2–Notes for Grade One on child readiness for writing.

Storytelling
 Aesop’s Fables: Read p. 170, #236, “The Town Mouse and The Country Mouse.”  

Have your child learn to tell from memory—in his own words—the fable given each 
week. Early in the week read it to him, saying, “I will only read it once so please listen 
carefully.” Then ask him to tell in his own words the fable. Once more, later in the week 
ask him to tell it again. Then, optionally, have him tell it to an adult one more time. If 
there is interest, enjoy reading other fables and discussing the morals. See the articles 
“Storytelling: The invisible gift” and “Teaching with Stories” found on Grade One 
Resource CD.

Week 1, continued
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Read Aloud
 Hey! Listen to This: Stories to read aloud: Read “The Gunniwolf.”

Science
Life Science

 What’s Alive: Read entire book.

Alive/Not Alive Game
Have your child classify “alive” and “not alive” using pictures in the book, items in the 
surrounding neighborhood, magazine pictures, and television shows. Take several index 
cards and ask your child to find pictures to paste of “alive” and “not alive.”

Write the name of the item on the card for your child. Then, mix up the cards and have the 
child sort according to the two classes.

Nature Study

Parent Note: The focus for Term One is insects and habitats (also called “environments”). The 
section for insects in Handbook of Nature Study is Part II, Animals, p. 294. There are far more 
insects than you and your child can study in a few weeks so we will return to their study 
later in the year. Think about your backyard and nearby parks, woods, or meadows. What 
insects might be in these? Which of these would make a good study for your first grader? 
Identify three, and then look them up in Handbook of Nature Study. Have your child learn the 
name and something of the life habits of three insects this term. Your child will be asked to 
tell about them during the end-of-term assessment in Week 9.

Habitats: Comstock’s book does not specifically address “habitats” as that is a contemporary 
concept. However, pointing out to your child the habitat for any animal, insect, or plant you 
happen to notice is worthwhile and can be easily done. For example, what is the habitat of 
a squirrel? A bird? An ant? Taking a few moments to note these small wonders in your day 
teaches your child to look more closely at the world around him.

When doing your weekly Nature Study refer to the guidelines in this manual found in Part 
2–Notes for Grade One.

Plan outdoor activities during the afternoon when schoolwork is completed. Two to three 
hours is not too much! Once a week, plan a nature walk using studies for the current term 
found in Handbook of Nature Study. Make an entry into the Nature Journal.

Week 1, continued
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Music/Composer Study

 Stories of the Great Composers: Unit 1: Read pp. 3-6, Johann Sebastian Bach. 
A new unit is introduced every two to three weeks. Replay the composition each week. 
Spread activities for each unit out over the two- to three-week period.

Geography

Learning about my neighborhood:
Take a walk in your neighborhood; discuss who lives nearby. Return home and have your 
child make a map of the neighborhood. Some assistance may be required, but allow as much 
independence as possible.

World History

Parent Notes:
In Grade One, the LBC World History curriculum coordinates with the Bible-reading 
program and covers the ancient Middle East. As part of the history curriculum for this year, 
your child will be introduced to the people and culture of the ancient times in the Middle 
East; many of the same people groups they will be reading about in their Bible stories. This 
understanding will help them in later years as they study about conflicts in the Middle East.

In The Story of the Ancient World, you will be reading 255 pages this year. This works out to 
about four chapters per week. Each chapter will take you about five minutes to read to your 
child. We suggest doing World History two days per week (see “Sample Weekly Schedule” 
in Part 4–Grade One Support Materials). On the second day of the week, review the previous 
material (about 10 minutes or so) and then have your child work in The Story of the Ancient 
World Narration Notebook™. You may write what your child has to say, or he can draw 
pictures or print words. Another suggestion is to read two chapters and do some Narration 
Notebook™ work on each of the two days—use the approach that is best for you and your 
child. During the final week of each term there are narration questions devised to see what 
your child remembers.

The Story of the Ancient World is basically the history of the Jewish people, and people with 
whom they came into contact. This term your child will begin with Creation, move through 
the Flood, and end with the Egyptians. We will return to visit the Egyptians in depth in 
Grade Two.

 The Story of the Ancient World: Read chapters 1-4.

Week 1, continued
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American History

Begin teaching the Pledge of Allegiance.
Purchase an American flag (a small one is fine). Set it up where your child can see it.

Picture Study

In preparation for picture study in Week 2, read the article “Picture Study: Teaching children 
to love great art” found on Grade One Resource CD. And read “Introduction: How to use this 
book” in Come Look With Me: World of play, p. 7.

Purchase an inexpensive picture easel to display the picture of the week. The small easel 
can be found in any frame section of a department store and will hold the book (or picture) 
upright so your child can see it on a daily basis.

Art

 The Little Hands Art Book: Read pp. 7-9 before beginning this book. 
Make an art corner with your child that includes crayons, paper, and other art supplies. 
Make a sign on 8½x11 paper with your child’s name and “art corner,” e.g., Sarah’s Art 
Corner.

Week 1, continued
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Week 2

Christian Faith Studies

 Genesis 3:1-24; 4:1-16; 6:5-13.

 God’s Promises: Read Chapter 2, “God’s Promises to Believers.” 
Do first two items on p. 21. Save booklet activity for Week 3.

Mathematics

Language Arts
Reading Instruction

Left and right awareness:
Does your child know his right from his left hand? Can he touch his right ear? During a 
break, play “Hokey Pokey” (see Part 4–Grade One Support Materials for the words to the 
song). If he needs assistance, put a bright dot with a marker on his right hand (right, bright), 
and a bright tape on his right shoe. Play other right-left games this week (e.g., Simple 
Simon—touch your right knee with your left hand …, Follow the Leader). Be sure to face the 
same direction as your child in these games.

Auditory discrimination—rhyme:
Gather a group of small objects (spoon, knife, nickel, key …) and write some words that 
rhyme with them. Then let your child find the object that rhymes with the word you 
pronounce—assist as needed, repeating the two words. If you give lots of opportunities to 
practice this and are patient, you will find that your child will make up his own rhyming 
words.

Begin a “Me” Book
Over several days, help your child make a book about himself. Fold and cut in half several 
8½×11 pieces of paper. Help your child look at himself. Make a page where you write from 
his dictation—“I have brown (or blond …) hair.” Next page, “I have blue (or green …) eyes.” 
He can draw and color in the pages. Over a few days, continue on with pages such as “I 
like …,” “I can …,” etc. This book can be added to whenever a special idea or event occurs.

Reading Activities:
• Listen to and learn nursery rhymes. Also, practice songs your child knows and point out 

the rhyming words.
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• Using the Phonic Series in Part 4–Grade One Support Materials, demonstrate rhyme 
families like cat, sat, mat or fun, sun, run. Make up silly rhymes with these.

Poetry
 A Child’s Garden of Verses: Continue using nursery rhymes; perhaps you might use one 

that your child likes as a memorization piece simply by reciting it frequently with him.

Penmanship:
 Italics: Beautiful handwriting for children: Lesson 1.

Storytelling
 Aesop’s Fables: Read p. 70, #95, “The Fox and The Grapes.”  

Have your child learn to tell from memory—in his own words—the fable given each 
week. Early in the week read it to him, saying, “I will only read it once so please listen 
carefully.” Then ask him to tell in his own words the fable. Once more, later in the 
week, ask him to tell it again. Then, optionally, have him tell it to an adult one more 
time. If there is interest, enjoy reading other fables and discussing the morals. See 
the articles “Storytelling: The invisible gift” and “Teaching with Stories” found on 
Grade One Resource CD.

Read Aloud
 Hey! Listen to This: Stories to read aloud: Read “Little Green Riding Hood.”

Science
Life Science

 The Reason for a Flower: Read entire book. Discuss many ways that seeds can travel.

Finding Seeds
Go outside to find seeds. No matter the time of year, seeds can be found on weeds, bushes, 
and trees.

Go to your refrigerator to find seeds. What fruits and vegetables have you purchased that 
have seeds?

Make a small display of the different seeds your child has found this week. Ask your child to 
name the plant, fruit, or vegetable from which each seed has come.

Week 2, continued
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Nature Study

To start a Nature Journal: A template is provided on Grade One Resource CD or you can 
purchase a journal.

Plan outdoor activities during the afternoon when schoolwork is completed. Two to three 
hours is not too much! Once a week, plan a nature walk using studies for the current term 
found in Handbook of Nature Study. Make an entry into the Nature Journal.

Music/Composer Study

  Stories of the Great Composers: Continue with Unit 1.

Geography

Learning about my country:
On the map that comes with Geography Songs, show your child where the United States is 
located. Have your child close, then open his eyes and see if he can find it, say the name, and 
trace its outline with his finger.

World History

 The Story of the Ancient World: Read chapters 5-8.

American History

Continue to teach the Pledge of Allegiance.

Picture Study

 Come Look With Me: World of play: p. 8, Bull-Vaulting Fresco.

At the end of the week look again with your child at Bull-Vaulting Fresco, then close the book 
and see how much he can remember and describe (i.e., narrate).

Week 2, continued
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Art

 The Little Hands Art Book: Read and do p. 20, “Paper Bag Puppet,” and/or p. 22,  
“Funny Hats.”

Afternoon/Evening Read Aloud

 Treasures of the Snow: Continue reading throughout Term One. When completed, select 
another book from the Enrichment Reading List for Grade One.

Week 2, continued
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Suggested Daily Schedule

This schedule is intended to suggest how the homeschooling parent might divide the day, alter-
nating between direct instruction and interactive learning. The final decision must be left to the 
teaching parent as the developers of this curriculum cannot know the individual circumstances of 
each learning environment.

9:00 - 9:20 Bible Study

9:30 - 9:50 Math

10:00 - 10:50 Language Arts (Alternate storytelling, reading 
aloud, writing, and reading instruction)

10:50 - 11:00 Snack time

11:00 - 11:20 Science or Nature Study

11:30 - 11:50 Picture Study, Art, or Music 

12:00 - 12:20 Geography, World History or American History

12:30 - 2:00  Lunch and read aloud

2:00 - 4:00 Creative play, handcrafts, and outdoor play
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Sample Weekly Schedule
The following is a suggestion of how you might organize your week. Please note that, except for 
Bible Study and Math, not every subject is taught every day. If you are new to organizing your 
time in this way, start with our suggested schedule and then adjust it as you learn what works for 
you.

Subject Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Bible Study X X X X X
Math X X X X X

Language 
Arts

Reading 
Instruction 
Read Aloud

Poetry 
Penmanship

Reading 
Instruction 
Storytelling

Reading 
Instruction 
Penmanship

Read Aloud 
Storytelling

Science and 
Nature Study

Science Science Nature Study Science Science

Picture Study, 
Art, or Music

Picture Study Art Music Art Picture Study

American,
World 
History,
Geography

World History World History
American 
History

American 
History

Geography
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A larger version of this Planner is on the
Grade One Resource CD




